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Embrace AI

The leading commercial real estate

marketing agency announces the launch

of "Harnessing AI in Commercial Real

Estate: A Strategic Blueprint for 2024 &

Beyond."

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA, July 25,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- inMotion

Real Estate Media, a leading

commercial real estate marketing

agency, announces the launch of its

comprehensive guide "Harnessing AI in

Commercial Real Estate: A Strategic

Blueprint for 2024 and Beyond." This

innovative guide equips commercial

real estate (CRE) professionals with the

knowledge and tools needed to

leverage artificial intelligence (AI)

effectively and sustainably.

The guide can be viewed online at this

URL:

https://inmotionrealestate.com/resour

ces/embrace-ai-commercial-real-

estate-stay-ahead-competition/

Revolutionizing the CRE Industry with AI

Artificial Intelligence has emerged as a transformative force across various industries, and

commercial real estate is no exception. With research indicating significant gains in net operating

income through AI-driven enhancements in operating models, customer experience strategies,

and asset selection practices, the potential for AI in CRE is immense. However, without a

strategic approach, the risks associated with adopting generative AI can be substantial.
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inMotion Real Estate Media’s new guide demystifies the complexities of AI, providing CRE

professionals with the insights necessary to remain competitive in an increasingly AI-driven

landscape.

A Deep Dive into Generative AI

The guide begins with an executive summary of generative AI, explaining its principles,

applications, and the differences between generative and traditional AI. It explores various AI-

powered tools such as ChatGPT, Gemini AI, Copilot AI, and Azure AI Bot, which are making

significant strides in the industry. These tools, when integrated into CRE business models, can

revolutionize how professionals create content, engage with customers, and make investment

decisions.

Transformative Applications in CRE

The guide highlights several key use cases for generative AI in commercial real estate:

-- Document Writing: AI models can draft legal contracts, leases, and purchase agreements,

streamlining processes and freeing up valuable time for CRE professionals.

-- Property Descriptions: Personalized and tailored property narratives can be generated at scale,

enhancing marketing efforts and attracting potential buyers.

-- Visual Staging and Enhanced Virtual Tours: AI-powered 3D design and virtual reality

technologies provide immersive experiences for buyers, showcasing properties’ potential with

stunning visualizations.

Ethical Considerations and Risk Management

inMotion Real Estate Media’s guide also addresses the ethical considerations and potential risks

associated with AI deployment in CRE. Issues such as data privacy, transparency, and

accountability are explored, offering strategies to mitigate these concerns. The guide emphasizes

the importance of balancing the benefits of AI with the potential risks, ensuring responsible and

ethical use of technology.

About inMotion Real Estate Media

inMotion Real Estate Media is the leading marketing and web development firm for the

commercial real estate industry. With over 17 years of experience, and more than 200

commercial real estate engagements in its portfolio, inMotion has built a reputation as the go-to

growth partner for the industry. The company has worked with many of the largest names in

North American commercial real estate - including JLL, CBRE, Cushman & Wakefield, Knight

Frank, Marcus & Millichap - as well as hundreds of smaller organizations.

inMotion Real Estate Media is a global team of specialists in real estate marketing and web

development. Services include Website Development, Search Engine Optimization, Real Estate

Lead Generation, Real Estate Investor Data, Google Ads Management, CRM integrations, and

graphic design.
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